Abstract. We provide for all prime numbers p examples of smooth projective curves over a field of characteristic p for which base change of the fundamental group scheme fails. This is intimately related to how F -trivial vector bundles, i. e. bundles trivialized by a power of the Frobenius morphism, behave in (trivial) families. We conclude with a study of the behavior of F -triviality in (not necessarily trivial) families.
Introduction
In [22] Nori introduced the so-called fundamental group scheme of a proper connected reduced scheme X over a field k as the affine group scheme associated to the (neutral) Tannakian category of essentially finite vector bundles on X with a fixed fiber functor x. In [22, Conjecture on p. 89] Nori conjectured that if X is a complete geometrically connected and reduced scheme over an algebraically closed field k and k ⊆ K is an arbitrary extension of algebraically closed fields then the natural map
is an isomorphism of affine group schemes over K. If char k = 0 then the fundamental group scheme coincides with the étale fundamental group scheme so that this is well-known in this case (see [10, Exp. X, Corollaire 1.8] or [24, Proposition 5.6.7 ] the latter being in English).
Recall that a vector bundle S on a projective variety X over a field of positive characteristic is called F -trivial if F e * S ∼ = O rk S X for some e ≥ 1, where F : X → X denotes the absolute Frobenius morphism. Note that an F -trivial vector bundle on a smooth projective variety is always strongly semistable with respect to any polarization (cf. [19, Lemma 1.1 
]).
In order to attack Nori's conjecture Mehta and Subramanian proved ( [18] ) the following Proposition. Let X be a reduced connected complete curve of genus ≥ 2 over an algebraically closed field k of positive characteristic, let k ⊆ K be an extension of algebraically closed fields and let x be a k-rational point. Suppose that the morphism h X in (1) is an isomorphism of affine group schemes over K. Then for every stable, F -trivial bundle E on X K , there is a bundle F over X such that
Proof. This is [18, Proposition 3.1].
There they also showed that Nori's conjecture is false for curves with a cuspidal singularity (see [18, paragraph after Proposition 3.1]). This proposition will be crucial for our purposes. Mehta and Subramanian also established several other equivalent notions in a follow-up paper (see [19] and, in particular, [Theorem on p.
208, ibid.]).
In [23] , Pauly showed that Nori's conjecture is false for certain smooth projective ordinary curves of genus 2 in characteristic 2. Pauly's method is to use the Proposition above and to explicitly determine all stable rank 2 bundles trivialized by the fourth Frobenius pull back. More precisely, Pauly exploits that one has a very explicit description of the moduli space of semistable rank 2 bundles over these curves and analyzes the (iterated) preimages of the Verschiebung.
In this paper, we will provide for all characteristics p examples of smooth projective curves where base change fails for the fundamental group scheme. Our method is rather different from that of Pauly. We will use so-called syzygy bundles to explicitly construct bundles with the looked-for behavior. A syzygy bundle is a locally free sheaf S which fits into a short exact sequence
where
is an ample line bundle on a projective variety Y . We call a global section of S(m) a syzygy of total degree m. The advantage of syzygy bundles is that they are well-suited for explicit computations. On the other hand, on a smooth projective curve over an algebraically closed field any vector bundle is, up to twist, a syzygy bundle for a suitable polarization (cf. e. g. [5, Proposition 3.8] ).
The typical example the reader should keep in mind is that R is a standardgraded normal two-dimensional domain and I a homogeneous R + -primary ideal. Then the sheaf associated to the first syzygies of I on Proj R is a syzygy bundle. In particular, if I = (f 0 , . . . , f n ), where the f i are homogeneous of degrees d i then we also write S = Syz(f 0 , . . . , f n ) for the bundle on Proj R obtained by sheafifying the exact sequence of (graded) R-modules
where ϕ = (f 0 , . . . , f n ). Note that the penultimate term vanishes on Proj R since I is R + -primary. Throughout this paper we will often consider morphisms
and a vector bundle S over X. We then use notation S t , X t to denote the generic fibers and S σ , X σ for σ ∈ k will denote the special fiber over the point σ. 
Stable rank two bundles
In this section we collect several results on F -trivial and on semistable vector bundles that we shall need in the sequel.
1.1. Lemma. Let X be a smooth projective curve over a field k of positive characteristic p. Let S be a locally free sheaf of rank 2 with trivial determinant. Assume that F e * S is trivial for some e ≥ 1. Then S is stable if and only if S is not an extension of a p e -torsion line bundle with its dual.
Proof. We have that S is (strongly) semistable since it is trivialized by a suitable Frobenius pull back. Assume that S is not stable. That is we have a line bundle L of degree zero and an injective morphism L → S. Since S is semistable the cokernel G is locally free. As the determinant of S is trivial we must have G ∼ = L ∨ . Consider now the cohomology of the pull backed short exact sequence: The following lemma is well-known but we include a proof for the convenience of the reader.
1.3. Lemma. Let Y be a smooth projective curve over a field k of positive characteristic p > 0. Let S be a rank two vector bundle on Y that is semistable but not strongly semistable. Then S is stable.
Proof. If S is semistable and deg S is odd then it is stable since then the rank and degree are coprime. If deg S is even we may assume, after twisting, that deg S = 0.
We will show that if S is semistable but not stable then it is strongly semistable. After twisting with a degree zero line bundle we may assume that we have a short exact sequence 0 → O Y → S → L → 0, where L is a line bundle. Consider the eth Frobenius pull back of this sequence and let G ⊂ F e * S be a line bundle. The morphism G → F e * L is either zero or injective. In the first case we must have that G injects into O Y , hence has degree ≤ 0. In the second case, it injects into F e * L, hence its degree must likewise be ≤ 0.
The key tool to ensure that a strongly semistable bundle defined over X K does not descend to a bundle over X k , where k ⊆ K is an extension of algebraically closed fields and X a smooth projective curve, is the following 1.4. Proposition. Let X be a smooth projective curve over an algebraically closed field k of positive characteristic. Let V be a discrete valuation ring containing k with maximal ideal (t), residue field k and quotient field K. Let S be a coherent torsion free sheaf on X × k V such that (i) The restriction S t of S to the generic fiber X K is locally free and strongly semistable. (ii) The restriction S 0 of S to the special fiber X k is locally free and stable but not strongly semistable. Then S t does not stem from the special fiber, i. e. there is no locally free sheaf
Proof. Denote by j : X × k V /(t) → X × k V the closed immersion of the special fiber and by i : X × k K → X × k V the open immersion of the generic fiber. Also note that we have a morphism c :
Assume now that such F exists. By construction c * F and S agree on generic fibers. Since S 0 is stable we must have by [17, Theorem on page 99] (or [13, Proposition 28.6] ) that S 0 ∼ = F . But F has to be strongly semistable since p * F = S t is. Since S 0 is not strongly semistable we obtain the desired contradiction.
1.5. Remark. We would like to mention that Mehta and Subramanian have an unpublished preprint where they explore the relation of the failure of Nori's conjecture with the non-properness of the functor of F -trivial bundles.
An example in characteristic 2
In this section we provide an infinite family of curves in P 2 k , k an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2, where base change of the fundamental group scheme fails.
Theorem. Consider the syzygy bundle
⌋ are integers and X n,l is the smooth projective curve given by
Then S restricted to the generic fiber is stable and trivialized by the nth Frobenius pull back. The trivializing syzygies are
Proof. We fix a Fermat curve X as in the theorem and omit the index. First we prove that S is strongly semistable on the generic fiber. On the special fiber s = 1, t = 0 we obtain S 1,0 = Syz(x 2 , y 2 , xy)(3) which is already defined on P One easily verifies that s 1 and s 2 are indeed syzygies of F n * S. As they are generically k-linearly independent (set t = 0, s = 1 and look at the last component of s 1 , s 2 ) Lemma 1.2 implies that F n * S is trivial on the generic fiber. Moreover, these syzygies are well-defined (i. e. the exponents are natural numbers) precisely if
Finally we show that S is generically stable. Consider the fiber s = 0, t = 1. Note that 2 n < 2 
where k is a field of characteristic 2. Consider the syzygy bundle
Then S is generically stable and trivialized by the nth Frobenius pull back while S restricted to the special fiber is stable but not strongly semistable.
Proof. The bundle S is obtained from the syzygy bundle in Theorem 2.1 by specializing s → 1 − t and localizing X × Spec k[t] at (t − 1).
Generically the global sections s 1 , s 2 are then still linearly independent (again set t = 0 and look at the last component) and S t is strongly semistable so that F n * S t is trivial. Likewise, the same argument as in Theorem 2.1 shows that S is generically stable.
On the special fiber we obtain S 0 = Syz(x 2 , y 2 , z 2 )(3). Note that this is the bundle S 0,1 considered in the last part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 which was shown to be stable but not strongly semistable. 
is nonzero but its first Frobenius pull back is
x 2 n−1 = 0. Hence, the curves in Theorem 2.4 are all non-ordinary.
Examples for all prime characteristics
In this section we provide examples of failure of base change of the fundamental group scheme for all prime characteristics.
3.1. Lemma. Let p ≥ 2 be a prime number and k a field of characteristic p and l ∈ N with 1 ≤ l ≤ ⌊ p 2 ⌋. Consider the smooth projective relative curve
and the twisted syzygy bundle
Then S(3l) restricted to the generic fiber is stable and F * (S(3l)) is, over the generic fiber, a non-split extension of O Yt with itself. The extension is given (up to multiplication by an element of k(t) × ) by the cohomology class 
without zeros. Indeed, if z = 0 we immediately obtain that x = y = 0. Conversely, if z = 0 then specialising t = 0 we see that there are no points on the curve where the section vanishes. The section s 1 thus yields a short exact sequence 0 Since we only need to know c up to multiplication by a unit in k(t) it is enough to determine the kernel of (3) t ) ). To fix notation we work with Čech cohomology using the cover D + (x), D + (z) so that a basis of 
which is the amount of occuring elements 1 . Claim 1: c is mapped to zero along the composition
(the latter map is obtained from taking cohomology of the presenting sequence of S(3l) t ). We have to show that s 1 · c is a coboundary, i. e. that there are tuples
. This is an easy calculation which will be left to the reader. In what follows, we will pass to an étale cover of the curve defined in Lemma 3.1 such that the bundle generically becomes F -trivial (i. e. we will annihilate the semisimple part of the extension class c by an Artin-Schreier extension). In order to ensure that the bundle is still generically stable after this étale pull back we need that the nilpotent part of c is non-trivial. This is the claim of the next lemma.
), where K is a perfect closure of k(t), k a field of characteristic p ≥ 3 and 1 ≤ l < p 2 an integer. Denote by c the Čech-cohomology class
is not ordinary.
Proof. Note that Y
′ is obtained from the generic fiber of the relative curve Y in Lemma 3.1 by base change. Since the family in Lemma 3.1 is trivial we have 1 Let b be in the range 1 to 3pl − 3 then we have 3pl − 3, 3pl − 2, . . . , 1 possibilities for a. Taking the sum over these yields
Passing to a perfect closure of k and base changing we may assume that k is perfect 2 . We therefore find a Fitting decomposition of H 1 (Y 0 , O Y0 ). By base change to K we obtain a Fitting decomposition of
The point is that we therefore find bases of Replacing n by a sufficiently large multiple of n we may assume that
and this is a sum of elements of the form
In particular, the exponents of the denominators in the image are divisible by p while this is not the case for the degree zero part of c. Hence, the degree zero part is not contained in V s and we conclude that it has some non-trivial nilpotent part. 
K is stable and F -trivial and stable but not strongly semistable on X 1 .
Proof. For p = 2 we can take X = Y since S t is then actually F -trivial. So let p ≥ 3. Note that we have H 
Denote by c ∈ H 1 (Y t , O Yt ) the cohomology class described in Lemma 3.1. We can write c = c s + c n , where
We then obtain ϕ * t (c s ) = 0. In particular, ϕ * S(3) is generically F -trivial. Lemma 3.1 yields that S(3) t is stable. Hence, by [1, proof of Proposition 6.8.
(ii)] ϕ * (S(3) t ) is polystable, i. e. a direct sum of stable bundles. We want to prove that it is in fact stable.
First of all, note that the class ϕ * (c n ) is non-zero. For otherwise the F -trivial bundle on Y defined by c n would be étale trivializable. This is impossible by [16, Bemerkung 1.7] . In particular, it follows that F * ϕ * S(3) t is a non-split extension defined by ϕ * (c n ). This also shows that X is non-ordinary. Assume now that ϕ * (S(3) t ) is not stable, hence a direct sum of two line bundles L and G. Since the determinant of S(3) t is trivial we must have G = L ∨ . As its first Frobenius pull back admits a global section L has to be p-torsion. But at the 2 Actually, we could also work over Fp and base change to k and K. same time F * ϕ * S(3) t is the extension of O X with itself defined by the non-trivial class ϕ * (c n ). This contradiction shows that ϕ * S(3) t has to be stable. Since ϕ is separable the pull back of S(3) 1 to X is still semistable. As ϕ * S(3) 1 is also not strongly semistable it is stable by Lemma 1.3. Hence, c is not F -nilpotent and the passage to an étale cover is necessary in this case.
It is also worth noting that in this case S(3) over X × Spec k[t] is F -trivial over the special fiber t = 0. Indeed, it is easily verified with a computer algebra system (e. g. [7] ) that F e * S η ) = n or that any choice of n global sections admits zeros. In the first case we obtain by semicontinuity
But the set where the dimension of global sections is ≤ n − 1 is open (and non-empty) by semicontinuity. Hence, the set of points where the dimension is strictly bigger is a proper closed subset. But then it cannot contain a dense subset. We conclude that dim
As in the other direction we therefore obtain an injective morphism O n X → F e * S. As before the cokernel is supported on a closed subset. Since, by assumption, the image of this set is a proper subset its image cannot contain the generic point of Y .
Based on this result it seems natural to ask whether it is sufficient to have a (not necessarily bounded) family e t such that F e * t S t is trivial for all t in a dense subset to draw the same conclusion. The answer is no, as the following example shows: Since X is ordinary there are points P n = (a n , b n , 1) in Y such that the line bundle T n associated to P n −O is of order p n in Pic 0 (X). Specialising s → a n , t → b n we obtain a sequence of line bundles trivialised by the eth Frobenius, where e cannot be bounded. In particular, it follows from Proposition 4.1 that the line bundle on the generic fiber of X × Y cannot be F -trivial.
Note that Example 3.5 shows that it is not enough to require that F e * S u be trivial for all u in a non-empty subset minus the generic point. In particular, Over the generic fiber S is not F -trivial. However, over the special fiber t = 0 the bundle is trivial.
A somewhat more sophisticated example is obtained by considering t·c+n, where 0 = n ∈ H 1 (Y, O Y ) n -this exists provided that, in addition, Y is not ordinary. Then one obtains a bundle which is generically not F -trivial but trivialised by a power of Frobenius (≥ 1) over the fiber t = 0.
In closing we provide an example of a non-trivial family that exhibits a similar behavior to the examples provided in sections 2 and 3. . We claim that S(3) restricted to the generic fiber of T is F -trivial while S(3) restricted to the special fiber X 0 is not F -trivial but stable.
One verifies with the help of a computer algebra system that F 3 * S t admits two linearly independent syzygies without zeros of total degree 81. So that F 
